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Why work at Cera?
We truly value you and the work you do! Our Care teams are at the core of Cera’s vision of empowering people to live longer, healthier lives in their own homes and you are our greatest asset.
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Care at Cera is a career, not just a job
We want our carers to see their profession as one with meaning, where they feel rewarded, can develop their skills and progress whilst truly make a difference. In 2023, 45% of our salaried ops vacancies were filled by promoting from within.
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We support you and your wellbeing.
We take the burden off daily challenges through our employee benefits, so you can truly focus on caring. We support you to ensure you have a good work/life balance and in 2023 we introduced 
enhanced parental leave policies.
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We make it easier for you to care
By bringing care into the 21st century, we reduce administrative tasks by using technology, this technology also helps us to improve outcomes - reducing hospitalisations and falls for our service users and reduce pressure on the NHS.


Why Cera?





How to get started at Cera?


1
Apply
	Search for a role by Location, you can also filter by role type.
	Hit apply & complete your details
	We'll let you know if you're suitable to progress & arrange an interview



2
Interview
	Your interview will usually take place over Video Call
	The interview encompasses values based questions about a role in care
	You’ll have the chance to ask any questions about the role



3
Onboarding
	All care and branch based roles are subject to in person Care Induction training
	In the meantime we;; carry out necessary background checks
	Shadow experienced colleagues in their role before lone shifts
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Working in Care
Are you wondering what it's like to work as a carer? Listen to Macie's story as she talks about her transition from hospitality to social care. If you have a passion for helping others then you could join Macie as a carer at Cera.

Working in Care




You build a special bond.
It makes you realise what’s important in life.





Interested in working in care?
Find a carer job
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